Your Name and Organisation

---

Thank you for hosting one of the open space sessions on relevant practice experience/needs to share and potentially build on to achieve transformational change! Please use this template to record your main results as input for the co-chairs' report. And simultaneously answer the question "How does this help us to identify which changes need to happen?" in slide (feel free to ask one of the participants to support you)

### Your Topic for Exchange (basic description of your experience/challenge/hypothesis):

- The Bern Convention Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats has a compliance mechanism, the case file system. It has shown positive results and moved implementation forward, i.e., by fostering dialogue and a regular follow-up.

### Basic Overview of Participants (please ask for this at the beginning of the session):

- Rough number of participants: 4 + moderator

- Rough overview of represented organisations/countries:
  - Pro Natura, CH (moderator)
  - SLO
  - GE(G)
  - NL - PIRL

### How does this help us to identify which changes need to happen?

- The mechanism shows:
  - Usefulness of dialogue
  - Need for a compliance mechanism
  - To ensure national debates have priority
  - A regular follow-up is helpful